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Introduction:  
 
Feminism, according to the Oxford Dictionary, is the advocacy of women’s rights on the 
basis of the equality of the sexes. Historically, the feminist movement has been categorized by 
two distinct waves. The first wave began around 1890 and is stated to have ended in 1920, after 
women successfully obtained the right to vote with the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to 
the Constitution. The second wave does not occur until the 1960s and would continue into to the 
modern era. However, this paper is addressing how historians theorized about the “Long 
Feminist” movement that occurred between the two distinct waves of feminism. The importance 
of the “Long Feminist movement” is affected directly by how historians used specific 
methodological approaches in their writing and how future historians would view this specific 
time period, due to these writings.   
The need for this study is rooted in the fact that women were often reminded that they 
should be satisfied with receiving the right to vote, especially in the years following 1920.  
However, the road to equity was increasingly far from obtainable within this noted time period 
and it is apparent in the way historians wrote about the time period in question. The evidence 
shows that many women are asked to explain their reasoning for wanting a historical narrative 
that is their own. Berenice Carroll states that “many women felt writing their own history was 
justified, not merely for the purpose of ‘righting the balance,’ but for its own sake alone. We 
don’t normally ask Jews, or Italians, or Blacks, or Chinese, to justify their interest in their own 
history by demonstrating that it tells us was we want to know about ‘other issues’ then why ask 
this of women?”1 I argue that the need for scholastic research in the historiographical 
 
1 Berenice A Carroll, “Introduction,” Liberating Women’s History: Theoretical and Critical Essays, Urbana, 
IL: University of Illinois (1976): ix 
methodology of 20th Century feminism is imperative, not only because it was often overlooked 
but because of its direct influence on the second wave of feminism. 
In Liberating Women’s History, Berenice Carroll continues to state that  
 
 
it is not at all surprising that there has not been much theoretical work in the fledgling 
field of women’s history. The emphasis has been overwhelmingly on the fundamental 
tasks: resurrecting and reassessing the lost women of history, individually and 
collectively […] and working to expand and coordinate efforts to develop women’s 
history as an academic field of teaching and research.2 
 
In 1976, when this book was written the task of theorizing about how to write and conduct 
scholastic research of feminist history was still considered daunting. She continues to state that 
there is a demand for theory, and it  
arises from three interrelated sources, quite specific to this field: first, a low evaluation of 
past work in the field, closely related to skepticism about its legitimacy within the 
discipline of historical study’ second, the unique character of the group which the field 
seeks to study; third, the existing tradition of theories to explain the historical experience 
of women.3 
 
Historians often regarded the interregnum period between the waves of feminism as 
stagnate and void of any activism. However, Gerda Lerner states that “there was no slump in 
women’s activities in the 1920s, but there was a shift on emphasis from the single-issue of 
suffrage campaign to a broad-spectrum attack on various issues related to welfare of women and 
children.”4 As feminists shifted their focus from suffrage towards the welfare of women and 
children, historians would also shift their methodological discourse regarding the feminist 
movement, as well as the discourse on women’s history.   
 
2 Carroll, “Introduction”, ix  
3 Ibid., ix.  
4 Gerda Learner, The Majority Finds Its Past: Placing Women in History, New York: Oxford University 
Press (1979) 35.  
This paper will dissect the historiographical methods used by feminist authors of five 
books and one book chapter that was written between 1973 and 1990. Each section will feature 
an author and their methods of choice when referencing the “Long Women’s Movement.” The 
works chosen will be discussed chronologically and the method generally reflects the types of 
styles that were popular for historians during that time period, ranging from Marxist approach, 
social history, cultural history, gender history, as well as post-structuralist methodology.   
The Women Citizen, 1973 
J. Stanley Lemons book, The Women Citizen employs traditional social history ideology 
regarding the discourse of the feminist movement. He published The Women Citizen in 1973, 
which is right at the height of social history and its lens on social structures. Focusing solely on 
how these issues changed society’s attitudes toward women, resulting in generalizations and 
ultimately facilitates action within these social structures. He focuses on women infiltrating the 
professional sphere and analyzes the three levels of feminists; social, extreme and hardcore. 
First, “social feminists believed that the exploitation of working women was the most immediate 
concern.” Second, the “extreme feminists rejected social reform looking for complete equality.” 
Lastly, the “hardcore feminists believed that unless the government adopts laws that protect male 
workers, then women should not have special laws.”5 Historically, women are viewed as either 
being aligned with the feminist movement, opposed to the feminist movement or ambivalent to 
the cause. Lemons revisions the various degrees of involvement and provides an attached 
ideology rooted in his three versions of feminists.  
Lemons takes on an interesting perspective towards the feminist movement of the 1920s 
and beyond. The Women Citizen focuses on the declination of the feminist movement and what 
 
5 J. Stanley Lemons, The Women Citizen: Social Feminism in the 1920s, (Charlottesville: University Press 
of Virginia),1973, xi.  
areas were deemed integral to its downfall. When one references a downfall, it was must 
recognize its height, Lemons believed that “social feminism experienced its time of triumph in 
the period of 1920-1925.”6 However, “the defeat of the child labor amendment signaled waning 
of this area from then until the New Deal. Social feminism entered a period of defense, 
frustration and fragmentation. He cites that “attacks from extreme conservatives, adverse judicial 
decisions, and the persistent struggle between social and hard-core feminists as reasons behind 
the weakening of the feminist movement.” 7 
Transitioning from his focus on the social feminists toward hardcore feminists, he 
believed that they “concentrated their considerable energy and talent on promoting a new 
constitutional amendment, the Equal Rights Amendment. The implications of this amendment -
quickly put social and hard-core feminists arrayed against each other.”8 Lemons writing 
demonstrates that not only were their varying degrees of feminists, but he also sheds light on 
some of the shortcomings of the movement. Often, historians may become guilty of lumping all 
women together in the same category, while being under a preconceived notion that one ideology 
would apply to said women. His writing also shows that one subset of women was partially 
responsible for the major setback of another group of women.  For example, “considerable 
energy was sapped by the endless wrestle with hard-core feminists and combating regressive 
court decisions on social legislation.”9 Lemons also demonstrates the public response and 
ultimate “erosion of support caused by persistent allegations that their program was communist 
inspired and threatened the fabric of the nation and its form of government.” 10 
 
6 Lemons, The Women Citizen, 181. 
7 Ibid., 213.  
8 Ibid., 181-182.  
9 Ibid., 213.  
10 Ibid., 218.  
Even though Lemons begins The Women Citizen describing the various levels of 
feminists, he often focuses on the role of the social feminists and their legislation as the moving 
force behind the feminist movement. He appears to position the hard-core feminists as the 
antithesis against the social feminists which then allows for the synthesis of the “new wave 
feminism and women’s liberation today.” He continues by saying that the “original proponents 
and social feminism saw this legislation as liberating and a saving agency. Certainly, it was not 
the work of misguided individuals who sought to block the advancement of women. Instead, 
often, these laws resulted from hardheaded efforts to take advantage of the Victorian 
sentimentality in order to win some protection for some class of works in a logical and political 
climate hostile to the labor movement.”11 This viewpoint questions previous historical 
scholarship that placed social feminists in a position to setback women and be satisfied with their 
position, whereas Lemons describes their motives as survival instincts in hostile political climate 
rooted in a volatile labor movement era.  
 
Liberating Women’s History, 1976 
 
This section will focus on a specific chapter from Liberating Women’s History which 
discusses Mary Beard’s contributions to feminist history and how she incorporates Marxist 
ideology in her works. Beard’s notable work of Women As Force was written in 1946 and was 
initially met with intense criticism. However, there seemed to be revived interest in her work 
around the early 1960s. Carroll demonstrates that those historians that attempt utilize Women As 
Force as an “effort to reconstruct the history of women, from prehistoric to modern times, and to 
interpret its significance, will be met with complex polemics.”12 She argues that Beard strongly 
 
11 Ibid., 141-142. 
12 Bernice Carroll, “On Mary Beard’s Women As Force in History: A Critique in Liberating Women’s History 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press) 1976, 27.  
believed that “the core of the polemic is the argument that contemporary ideas about the relations 
between men and women are deeply influenced by the notion that women have been ‘members of 
a subject sex throughout history.’”13  
Beard presents that “myth of subjection was one which suited the interests and purposes of 
a variety of groups, male and female, political and intellectual; that it was developed, modified, 
and used in a variety of ways accordingly; and that among its many functions it did serve to inspire 
some of the energy of struggle of the early feminists and the suffrage movement.”  
According to Carroll, “Beard’s main objections to the slogan of ‘equality’ lie in its 
vagueness, its links with egalitarian socialism or communism, and its inadequacy in application to 
real circumstances. She shows how variously it was conceived, how little it represented a clearly 
understood principle, and how easily it could lead to contradictory programs.”14 
“Being men as a rule, [the historians] tend to confine their search for truth to their own sex 
in history. This is in according no doubt with the caution of their professional training. Yet the 
caution which eliminates the quest for truth about women in long and universal history may in fact 
limit the ideas of such scholars about long and universal history or any of its features… While 
exaggerating the force of men in the making of history, they miss the force of women which 
entered into the making of history and gave it important directions.” 
 
The Majority Finds Its Past: Placing Women in History, 1979 
 
 Gerda Lerner is a leading voice within the feminist movement, especially when 
referencing approaches of historiography regarding the topic of a woman’s historical role. Lerner, 
however, rejects any single methodological approach on feminism because she believes that each 
 
13 Carroll “Mary Beard’s Women As Force”, 27.   
14 Ibid., 32.  
approach on its own does not quite meet the mark necessary for appropriately placing women in 
history. However, it could be argued that Lerner is utilizing a post-structuralist approach by 
challenging preconceived notions of how to study history, one which allows for a new “world view 
and a compensatory strategy for offsetting the male bias of traditional history.” 15 
In her introduction, Lerner positions Women’s History as a methodology within itself. For 
example, she states “Women’s History is a stance which demands that women be included in 
whatever topic is under discussion. It permits us to see that women live and have lived in a world 
defined by men and most frequently dominated by men and yet have shaped and influenced that 
world and all human events.”16 In a sense, Lerner is challenging the hierarchy that has historically 
placed women within a subset category in relation to men. She argues that women, however, 
should be recognized for what they accomplish in their own right without making “women fit into 
the empty spaces of traditional history.” 17 
Within her first chapter, Lerner questions the usefulness of social history’s approach 
regarding women and history. She does acknowledge extensive research made by Mary Beard, a 
Marxist feminist historian, who was previously mentioned above. However, she does acknowledge 
the psychological role that is unfairly attached to women’s history. For example, she states that  
The biographer feels obliged first of all to concern himself with his subject’s sexual role. 
Was she married? A mother? If she was not, this indicates that whatever she achieved was 
the result of sexual frustration… It should be pointed out that a great deal of excellent 
history about men has been written without the author’s feeling compelled to discuss his 
subject’s sex life or relationship with his mother in explaining his historical significance. 
Biographers are impeded by the necessity of dealing first with sex, then with the person.18  
 
 
15 Lerner, Majority Finds Its Past, xiv. 
16 Ibid., xv. 
17 Ibid., xiv. 
18 Ibid., 9.  
This quote demonstrates that previous scholarship using such structuralist methodology should be 
abandoned and that it is imperative that women are seen as a person first, by their sex second.  
 Lerner briefly mentions that “what is true for middle-class women is [not] necessarily true 
for all women. The fact is that, for members of the working class and for the poor, women’s rights 
are essentially meaningless. In fact, equal rights and standards regulated by law often deprive the 
poorest women of the chance to work at all.” 19 During this time period, women of the working 
class did not have access to quality education and were often targets of societal restraints and 
discrimination well beyond the experiences of a middle-class women. She continues to state that 
“women who most need reforms are helpless to enact them; the women who are most able to work 
for reforms are not in great need of them.”20 Lerner continues to push that reformers would 
ultimately fight until up to a certain point, when and if it would become inconvenient then their 
efforts would be reduced. This demonstrates Lerner’s acknowledgement of perceived power 
imbalance between upper to middle class women versus lower and working-class women and why 
this paradox exists.  
 In Chapter 9, Lerner combats the concept of the housewife and generalizations that have 
been made regarding women and their role within the home. She states that “a woman is housewife, 
at least part of her life… The housewife’s job is gender-linked – by definition and history, a 
housewife is a woman and every woman is a housewife – and it is crucial to any analysis of the 
position of women in society.”21 She provides a historical analysis of the housewife’s role 
throughout several centuries and demonstrates how that role has changed and how that role varies 
by economic status. Lerner argues the oversimplification of husband’s exploitation of the woman’s 
 
19 Ibid., 56.  
20 Ibid., 60.  
21 Ibid., 129.  
housework does not acknowledge “the way in which family function and structure differ in 
different classes of society.”22 She agrees that the husband and the family do benefit from the 
wife’s labor, however she believes that: 
housewife’s work provides a hidden benefit to the husband’s employer… Her work 
frequently helps to advance his career and, in some cases, provides tangible services, that 
would otherwise have to be paid for… If women, as a group, did not provide such services, 
workers would have to be paid higher wages or companies would have to provide cheap 
restaurant meals and laundry facilities for the workers. If the work of housewives were 
treated as other work is, in terms of Social Security benefits, pensions, vacations, and health 
benefits, every institution in the economy would be affected.23 
 
She challenges the assumption that housework does not provide any benefits outside of the home 
and that many women regard housework as exploitation. There is a level of exploitation, but the 
benefits are far reaching and have a tremendous economic consequence if this role were to be 
absolved.  
 The chapter 10 of her book references the definitions and challenges affecting women’s 
history. She states that when referencing women who were worth referencing, we do not receive a 
full picture of “activities in which most women engaged, nor does it tell us about the significance 
of women as a whole… the history of exception, even deviant women does not describe the 
experience and history of the mass of women.”24 Lerner strengthens her post-structuralist approach 
when referencing consciousness and how it affects our belief systems regarding hierarchy. For 
example,  
women also have a different experience with respect to consciousness, depending on their 
work, their expression, their activity is male-oriented or woman-oriented. Women, like 
men, are indoctrinated in a male-defined value system and conduct their lives 
accordingly… Only a later stage, growing out of the recognition of separate interests of 
women as a group, and of their subordinate place in society, did their conscious become 
woman-defined. Feminist thought starts at this level and encompasses the active assertion 
 
22 Ibid., 138.  
23 Ibid., 138-139.  
24 Ibid., 145 -146 
of the rights and grievances of women. These various stages of female consciousness need 
to be considered in historical analysis. 25 
 
It is imperative that how our thoughts shaped our actions and how group consciousness provides 
an avenue to changing a previously concrete dynamic between women and men.  
 Lerner tackles the concept of oppression regarding women citing “economic or social 
oppression, and of the various organizational, political ways in which women as a group have 
fought such oppression… We learn what society or individuals or classes of people have done to 
women, and we learn how women themselves have reacted to conditions imposed upon them.”26 
She believes that through this oppression, there is an opportunity for growth and acknowledgement 
that women have different interests and beliefs that would challenge the patriarchal views instilled 
in society. She argues that “the quest for female emancipation from patriarchally determined 
subordination encompasses more than striving for equality and rights… it is a quest for autonomy. 
Women defining themselves and the values by which they will live and beginning to think of 
institutional arrangements that will order their environment in line with their needs.” 27 This quest 
for autonomy embodies the post-structuralist view that allows women define their own values and 
questioning institutions that manufacture appropriate guidelines for women. More specifically, this 
challenges the ideology that previously positioned men in a place of power to determine what a 
woman needs, instead, she should choose for herself.  
 
The Origins of the Equal Rights Amendment: American Feminism Between the Wars, 1981 
 
 As social history begins its decline in the 1980s, we see historians beginning to transition 
towards utilizing cultural approaches within the writing. The basis of cultural history discusses the 
 
25 Ibid., 146.   
26 Ibid., 147.  
27 Ibid., 161.  
meaning of such events rather than focusing on the cause and effect relationship of an event. Susan 
Becker describes the tumultuous journey of the creation and failed attempt of implementing the 
Equal Rights Amendment in her book The Origins of the Equal Rights Amendment: American 
Feminism Between the Wars. The issues identified within this book facilitated action amongst 
women from a variety of political institutions within the United States and even internationally. 
Becker states that federal legislation was suggested because it would have “permanent results, was 
a dignified way of attaining feminist goals, and would force national politicians to take clear stands 
and prevent them from dodging the issue of equality.”28 
 However, Becker states the concept of feminism “is central to any study of the women’s 
movement. Within the definition, there is a struggle; their reactions to the people about whom they 
are writing, their own frames of reference, and the differences in the connotations of words used 
in earlier time periods are all obstacles in this search for meaning.” She continues by state that 
“feminism is a cluster of ideas rather than a single concept, and there may well be unresolved 
ideological inconsistencies contained within this philosophy or exhibited in the beliefs of those 
who call themselves feminists.” 29 This description of feminism demonstrates two historiographic 
approaches in one sentence. For example, our perceptions shape our own definition of feminism 
which recognizes post-modernism approach that how we view the world will impact our level of 
importance. I would also argue that our perceptions can also demonstrate Geertz’s approach on 
how our value systems and perceived awareness affect our frames of reference.  
Becker continues on to state that the National Women’s Party’s declared that “feminism 
involved both the self-respect of women and the mutual respect between men and women... 
 
28 Susan Becker, The Origins of the Equal Rights Amendment: American Feminism Between the Wars, 
(Westport: Greenwood Press), 1981, 20.  
29 Becker, Origins of the Equal Rights Amendment, 47.  
officially advocating for complete equality between men and women before the law and in all 
human relationships.”30 This would alter the dynamic between a culture’s system of practice and 
how men and women would interact with one another. It is also presented that society seemed to 
place women in a position where they are unable to utilize the education that they received and 
that strong female role models were absent for younger generations. This demonstrates the push 
for societal changes and increasing female cultural symbols available to young men and women.  
The National Women’s Party challenges cultural constraints by arguing that “if a man were 
discriminated against in job opportunities, wages, hours, jury service, parenthood and had to take 
his wife’s name as well, he would be severely handicapped.” 31 Positioning men in a traditional 
held system of practice demonstrates a small fraction of the amount of oppression that women 
face. This attempt is ultimately unsuccessful, but it does raise valid questions regarding the unfair 
constraints that plagued women during the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s. 
Becker positions how certain women within the movement were blinded by their own 
cultural practices that did not question certain practices that aligned with their own personal 
beliefs, despite the existence of mistreatment that occurred in varying social classes. For example, 
the NWP often:  
attacked education, religion, fashion, language and the custom of adopting the husband’s 
name as factors contributing to what it frequently termed ‘women’s inferiority complex… 
NWP feminists did envy what they considered to be men’s privileges, thus taking an 
intellectual position which led them to demand identical privileges and opportunities for 
women… However, party members never questioned such basic middle-class institutions 
as marriage and the nuclear family, nor the cluster of values included in the Protestant work 
ethic. Because so many of these feminists were solidly upper middle class in income, 
background, and education, they were blind to any possible class differences among 
women that might influence feminist goals and priorities. They accepted most middle-class 
values almost completely, questioning only militarism and war, extremes of materialism, 
 
30 Ibid., 53.  
31 Ibid.,78. 
suppression of birth control information, and legal and economic discrimination against 
women. 32 
 
The existence of upper and middle-class culture is so apparent that they are unable to separate their 
beliefs or even recognize disparity that occurs outside of their privilege. Their values and 
institutions are so deeply ingrained that there is no question regarding the validity of marriage, or 
the effect poverty may have on a person’s work ethic.  
 
The Grounding of the Modern Feminist, 1987  
 
 Nancy Cott’s The Grounding of the Modern Feminist is shaped directly by Joan Scott’s 
“Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis.” Cott writes that “feminism was condemned 
on the one hand for harping on definition by sex, and on the other for dangerously (although 
futilely) trying to obliterate sex distinctions.”33 This quote demonstrates the paradox that exists 
within Scott’s view on gender. For example, women struggle with the need to recognize that there 
is some physical difference and uniqueness in being a woman, while attempting to claim that there 
should be no discrimination evoked by physical sex differences. She continues by state that  
At one side were disquisitions on the point that women’s “imitation” of male modes – the 
shifting of the rock of secure gender roles – threatened not only social order and the 
upbringing of the next generation but also men’s virtues and women’s authentic 
satisfaction… On the other side were male accusations that both the culture and the 
economy had become disgracefully feminized by pandering to demands to women’s 
demands and tastes. Never mind that these lines of criticism crossed each, the other steeped 
in anxiety to secure the protean masculine and feminine in a fixed and known hierarchy, 
the other sure what the feminine was and finding its baneful influence rampant. 34 
 
This paradoxical approach employed by both sides seems to negate their arguments thus rendering 
potential contributions mute.  
 
32 Ibid., 236-237.  
33 Nancy Cott, The Grounding of the Modern Feminist, (New Haven: Yale University Press), 1987, 271.  
34 Cott, Grounding Modern Feminism, 272.  
 Cott argues that through their advancement within the feminist movement, the need for 
collective action seemed to be unnecessary, because woman already obtained their rightful place 
in the world. However, she argues that this lack of action resulted in “veiling women’s own 
purposive efforts to defy limitations dictated by sex, to establish their full right to labor, and in 
other ways to alter the gender hierarchy.”35 Cott argues that women within this new era of 
feminism appeared to be content with their inevitable position and choosing not to form a 
collective ideology or the need to rise in action. She continues on to point out that the “belief and 
partial reality behind the singular nomenclature of the woman movement had dissipated; yet 
operable concepts of the social construction of gender, ongoing convictions of what women shared 
as social and political actors, had not been surely identified.” 36 It is apparent that women seemed 
to be persistent in their fight against each other instead of rallying together as a collective mass. 
Cott argues that in the 1920s and 1930s, even though some “women had achieved entry to the 
same arenas men occupied, they were not welcomed, integrated or considered a parity.”37 
 Women found themselves struggle from an internal battle between their position among 
the human race and the role conceived through gender. Cott recognizes the “centuries-long 
tradition equating women’s differences from men with inferiority means that an articulation of 
sexual differences risked reconfirming rather than subverting gender hierarchy. In the attempt to 
talk about women’s likeness or solidarity in political and social life, all the sex prejudices that 
feminists had for decades been trying to unseat inevitably got in the way. Cott also recognized that 
women could not form a collective political bloc in fear of being labelled as lesbians or perceived 
sex antagonism. Women were unable to adequately meet the unrealistic demands that were set 
 
35 Ibid., 274-275.  
36 Ibid., 276.  
37 Ibid., 277.  
upon them. Women were often “criticized for their adherence to male norms in the economic and 
political world, arguing that by so assimilating, women were devaluing themselves. These voices 
stressed that women had to be loyal to and respect women if they were to share full humanity with 
men both individually and collectively.”38 Women may have been allowed to congregate amongst 
men but how they participated was heavily criticized and often manipulated by the male concept 
of what a woman should or could do. These experiences do not represent women’s equality but 
instead demonstrates a new form of hegemonic control determined by a male-dominated society. 
 
Understanding the Gender Gap: An Economic History of American Women, 1990  
 
 Social history is often credited with its usage of historical demography and application of 
analytical methods. Historians, not all but many, shy away from quantitative data because of its 
daunting nature. It is more often noted to see social history examining the causation of an event 
rather than sifting through statistical data. However, quantitative data is best utilized when look at 
an economic approach to a historical topic. The difference between a Marxist approach and social 
historical approach is in how the historian interprets the data that they collect. If the data shows 
trends rather than attempting to identify power as it connects to the means of production, then it is 
a social historical approach.   
Jurgen Kocka states that, “traditionally social history was closely tied to economic history.”  
As social history becomes more specialized, historians began shifting away from utilizing 
economic data as an approach within social history. All is not lost, because Kocka states that 
“social historians have learned to analyze the manifold relations between different dimensions of 
social inequality, especially class, gender, and ethnicity, but also age… They have become better 
 
38 Ibid., 179-180.  
in relating structures and process to perceptions and actions.”39  This new concept of social history 
is apparent when analyzing Claudia Goldin’s Understanding the Gender Gap: An Economic 
History of American Women. For example, she uses statistical data to support historical trends that 
occurred regarding women in the workforce: looking cross-categorically at age, marital status., 
race and ethnicity. Her employment of social history is especially apparent when analyzing how 
the data contributes to causal relationships between women and men, as well as conditions that 
plagued working women.  
Goldin states that “historians have emphasized barriers to equality and the manner in which 
the market reinforces the gender distinctions of a patriarchal society… there has been meaningful 
change in women’s role in the economy, yet much constancy in gender distinctions.”40 These 
barriers come despite growth in the economy resulting in lower wages and jobs deemed 
appropriate for women in the service sector and ones without options for advancement. Regarding 
the “Long Women’s Movement,” Goldin states that “movement for equality by sex from the 1920s 
to 1960s was severely handicapped by the notion that female workers were young, transient, 
marginal, and exploited laborers.” 41 This perspective shows the view of women during this time 
period often limited their abilities to obtain gainful employment and be compensated for the work 
that they did.  
 Goldin presents many factors that affected female employment within the workplace, citing 
education, female-centered positions, and drops in fertility rates. These examples of development 
 
39 Jurgen Kocka, “Losses, Gains and Opportunities: Social History Today” Journal of Social History 37, 
no. 1 (January 2003): 23.  
40 Claudia Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap: An Economic History of American Women, New York: 
Oxford University Press, (1990), viii.  
41 Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap, 6.  
are examples of societal changes that impact women and their role within the workplace, 
specifically using gender segregation. She states that:  
Various features of the economic development process greatly altered the economic role 
of women. Changes in female labor force participation were affected mainly by advances 
in education, the growth of sectors such as clerical work and sales, and the shorter workday. 
The secular decline in fertility and its cyclical aspects that affected cohorts differentially, 
as well as a host of well-known advances in household production, also altered female 
employment.42 
 
Despite their growing importance within the economic sector, women were often not 
compensated based upon their value within the workforce, but rather were paid less due to 
qualitative factors, often outside of their control. She provides evidence regarding arbitrary factors 
that supported wage discrimination and prejudice for women workers. Goldin states that “even 
when using exceptional empirical data and powerful econometric tools, it is not entirely clear why 
earnings differ between men and women and what interpretation should be given the residual, our 
measure of ‘wage discrimination.’” 43 After extensive quantitative research, Goldin ultimately 
resorts to a qualitative historical approach to understand why wage discrimination exists within 
the workforce.  
In her findings, Goldin further investigates the prejudice that exists in how “female white-
collar workers were treated differently from men for several reasons. Firms in office work and in 
manufacturing found it profitable to treat women not as individuals but as a group. As a group, 
they were less likely to aspire to positions of responsibility; as a group they were less likely to 
remain in the labor force.” She continues to state that the “overall impact of the new labor policies 
was to have consciously sex-segregated occupations…Enabled by the absence of an opposing 
ideology that would eventually lead women as individuals to become discontent with their 
 
42 Ibid., ix.  
43 Ibid., 89.  
treatment as a group.”44 This perspective demonstrates that women were more profitable for 
workers when they were grouped together. It also emphasizes the oppression of women due to 
their lack of opposition regarding legislation that would protect their interests. Women recognized 
their oppression within the workplace and began to organize legislation that would protect their 
rights, such as the Equal Rights Amendment.  
Goldin recognizes the conundrum that women face as majority group, that unfortunately 
experiences the type of discrimination often associated with minority groups.  
 
Like other so-called minority groups, their cause required an ideology and a common voice. 
The women’s movement born of dissatisfaction with a larger set of issues, finally provided 
the unity women needed to press forward on economic matters. Thus the delay was due, in 
part, to women’s peculiar position as a majority group, clearly integrated in society, and 
yet subject to the various forms of discrimination that afflict minorities…. In the early 
twentieth century, women workers, who as a group were young and easily exploited, were 
perceived as requiring protection, and legislation was passed to guard women against long 
hours, night work, low pay, and hazardous conditions. The legislation was championed by 
many well-intentioned social reformers but was opposed by those committed to equality 
between sexes.45 
 
She continues to state that despite the reformers best intentions, legislation that was passed 
to protect women ultimately resulted in furthering the growing disparity that existed between 
working men and women. Goldin urges that women needed to form a collective voice and 
ideology, in order to find means for change that would result in equality within the workforce. 
This approach demonstrates concern for those individuals of society that would have been lumped 
into a small group receiving little attention otherwise. Goldin provides a perspective that completes 
the picture of the financial and workplace struggles that affected single, married, and minority 
women throughout most of the twentieth century.  
 
 
 
44 Ibid., 118.  
45 Ibid., 185.  
Conclusion  
 
 Women’s history and the feminist movement has been discussed a variety of ways over 
the years, each one providing insight to next historian who ventures to tackle the vast subject that 
involves a majority of people on this planet. Each approach has its own set of strength and 
weaknesses, especially referencing the work discussed within this paper. The majority of the 
works were written during the height of the second wave of feminism and looking back on the 
“Long Women’s Movement” that influenced many of author’s love of the subject. The biggest 
weakness of the research that was referenced within this paper is that it lacks a true picture of the 
diversity within the “Long Women’s Movement.” For example, the majority of women featured 
in all of the works were middle to upper class white women. As I stated previously, the 
limitations of these works do not encompass the vast majority of women and their experiences 
during the time period discussed within this paper. It is ironic that in an attempt to avoid 
generalizations or prejudice from men, historians often presented a narrow picture of the 
struggles and efforts made by women who were deemed worthy of the spotlight. Overall, the 
works within this paper demonstrate various methodological approaches regarding the 
historiography of the “Long Women’s Movement.” However, history is never finished and is 
ever-expanding and we must find ways to seek out diverse voices and experiences within our 
approaches. 
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